Brief Overview of Japanese
Gender Norms

geisha: professional entertainers
who attend male guests during
meals, banquets and other
occasions; they are trained in
various traditional arts, such as
dance and music
Such women were very much the
exception, and should not be
viewed as embodying “traditional”
Japanese female gender norms.

“The Courtesan Hanaogi of Ogiya House” (ca. 1794)
from A Collection of Contemporary Popular Beauties)
by Kitagawa Utamaro

“Plum Blossom
Orchard” (ca. early
1800s) by Utagawa
Toyohiro

The Tokugawa Shōgunate (1603-1868)
• Two hundred and fifty years of peace and stability after the Tokugawa clan
overcame rivals and established authoritarian rule
• Imported neo-Confucian ideas from China as a means to consolidate power
 hierarchical relationships within groups based on function in a wellordered society (introduces rigidly defined social stratification)
• Such ideas were disseminated in Samurai academies and codified into law
• Women are situated within this system as subordinate to men by nature 
values: self-discipline, etiquette, relationships with in-laws, household
management, humility, and loyalty

Meiji Period (1868-1912)
• Imperial rule restored 1868
• Meiji reforms designed to modernize Japan along Western lines 
increasing nationalsm
• Gender norm: “Good wives, wise mother” (coined in 1875 by educator
Nakamura Masanao)
• Role of women in society: sacrifice for the greater good of Japan

“Illustration of
Flowering
Cherry
Blossoms at
Ueno Park”
(1888) by
Toyohara
Chikanobu

“Zojoji Temple in Snow” (1953)
by Hasui Kawase

Taishō Period (19121926) and early
Shōwa Period (19261989)
• “Good wives, wise
mother” ideal
codified through a
system of popular
institutions, both
official (e.g.,
education) and
popular (e.g.,
popular
periodicals)
• Nationalism culminates in the imperialistic and Fascist state of the WWII era
 women accorded domestic roles to facilitate the greater good of society
• No real native Japanese tradition of individualism or rights, so even after
defeat in WWII and subsequent liberal reforms, people still defined
themselves by the role they play in society  an open question as to what
these should be

Taeko Kōno and the
Subversion of Female Gender
Norms
• Creates female characters
who defy expectation -->
interrogates the idea of
What does it mean to be a
woman (underscoring
restraints imposed on
women by society)
• Anti-maternal: characters
just beyond child bearing
years who never had children, characters who are infertile, characters who
display indifference or even antipathy toward children, characters who
fantasize about children in disturbing or violent ways
• Anti-social: characters who live on the margins of society, characters who
are violent or engage in fantasies of violence
• Sado-masochism: female characters who embrace pain through passive
sexual roles

masochism: the tendency
to derive pleasure,
especially sexual
gratification, from one's
own pain or humiliation

Clarifications
• The pleasure caused by pain exists within a
relationship, and does not exist in the abstract.
• A masochist, for instance, does not gain pleasure by
stubbing a toe or otherwise desire pain in the
abstract.
• In a sado-masochistic relationships, the masochist is
not synonymous with the idea of a victim, hence it
fundamentally different than domestic abuse.
• It’s also different than impulses like self-harm, which
are motivated by low self-esteem, not pleasure.
• In the story, there is a difference between “pain”
inflicted on the woman by her partner, psychological
pain incurred by abandonment, and pain inflicted
upon herself.
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Questions:
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How are we, as a reader,
supposed to feel about this?
Is the story a straightforward
condemnation of self-destructive
longing?
How does the idea of pleasure
complicate the reader’s urge to
moralize?

desire for pain or
humiliation

cultural norms that
define a woman’s
place in society

• Masochism is associated with passivity
and, hence, femininity.
• Sadism is associated with activity and,
hence, masculinity.
• Power is, thus, located in the person of
the sadist, with the masochist associated
with the idea of acquiescence.
• Both are pathological and abnormal.

Sigmund Freud
founder of modern psychology

• Masochism is not abnormal, and should not
be analyzed in terms of deviancy.
• A sado-masochistic relationship is marked by
commitment, not exploitation.
• As such, its impulse is potentially liberatory,
as it implicitly critiques conventional notions of
sexuality.

Taeko Kōno
she wrote something or other

• Masochism has nothing to do with
passivity, and neither sadism or
masochism have anything to do with
gender.
• In terms of power, the masochist is not
a victim, as s/he grooms the sadist to
enact a ritual drama to please the
masochist. The sadist performs, while
the masochist is the audience who
judges the efficacy of the performance.
• A relationship without this power
dynamic is no longer sado-masochistic,
but exploitive.

Gilles Deleuze
French thinker dude
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complication: affirmation of ideas
that can be explained in terms of
exploitation can also be
potentially liberatory
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